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Program BackgroundProgram BackgroundProgram BackgroundProgram Background    

    
Los Angeles, like many cities, is home to many Latino bicyclists who ride to work each day. 

Bicycling has been largely recognized for the associated health and environmental benefits, but 

unfortunately, has also been dangerous for Latino cyclists, who are typically isolated and not 

included in bicycle educational outreach efforts or infrastructure campaigns. Since these 

individuals are not necessarily connected to the bicycle activist network here that includes the 

Los Angeles County Bicycle Coalition (LACBC), this has lead to a dearth of resources for 

Latino bicyclists, including a lack of access to information about bicycling laws and safety issues, 

and ways to participate in the political process. It appears that the opportunity to create 

empowered, diverse constituents and comprehensive change in the environmental, bicycle, and 

public health movements has been overlooked.  

  

We designed City of Lights to address this 

problem and build bridges between the bicycle and 

immigrants’ rights and social justice movements. In 

the first phase of the program, we established our 

relationship with Latino immigrant day laborer 

cyclists by providing bicycle lights and safety 

information. In the second phase, we started to 

facilitate more of a sense of bicyclist community 

that has been lacking amongst this particular group 

of cyclists. Therefore, via bike safety, repair, and 

legal rights workshops and a culturally themed bike 

ride and dinner, we have empowered the cyclists to 

build community in a fun and relevant way. In the 

third phase of the campaign, we continue to build 

long-term campaigns that revolve around advocacy, 

job skills, and training and engaging key day 

laborer advocates to lead mini-campaigns. We 

have also increased public access to our program 

through electronic media and by creating culturally 

sensitive resource guides on bike safety and 

advocacy. 

 

The continuing goals of our program are not only to connect Latino social justice movements 

with the alternative transportation movement and cultivate diversify advocates, but also to create 

a model for nationwide groups and agencies. Our program’s vision is for these advocates to 

transform the built environment in their neighborhoods, as well as continue to spread education 

and empowerment amongst their communities. 

    
By forging connections between bicycling and immigrant support networks, we are building a 

more inclusive cycling community in Los Angeles while also creating more social equity and 

livable streets. We support the preexisting bike riding habits of immigrants encourage them to 

embrace their positive, health conscious lifestyles of alternative transportation. City of Lights 

creates a bilingual and sustainable model to support bicycling in LA and nationwide.  
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A Year in ReviewA Year in ReviewA Year in ReviewA Year in Review    

November 2008November 2008November 2008November 2008: As a group of LACBC volunteers, we conceived the program in talks 

about diversifying the bike movement here in LA with other staff. We started brainstorming 

how to reach out to the community; with Latino cyclists’ work commutes a key starting 

point. 

Feb 2009:Feb 2009:Feb 2009:Feb 2009: Our first batch of lights (100) was donated by Planet Bike. With an expanded 

team of newly recruited volunteers, we began distributing lights in areas where lots of Latino 

bike commuters passed, i.e., train stations, parks, swap meets, etc. 

April 2009:April 2009:April 2009:April 2009: With our second batch of lights donated by University of California, Irvine’s 

Community Outreach Partnership Center in the School of Social Ecology, we decided that 

while people received lights in the first round of distribution, our program’s objective was to 

go further and build relationships with Latino cyclists, in order to bridge the gap and have 
more impact. We contacted a popular, centrally located day labor center, run by an 

immigrants’ rights non-profit called CARECEN. We started attending and giving out lights 

and bilingual Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) Rules of the 

Road pamphlets. The day laborers and the center showed continued interest, so we started 

going weekly for several months, eventually giving most of the 200 odd day laborers a light. 

Meanwhile, I started recruiting other bilingual volunteers and people from the community, 

with a minimum fluency requirement of intermediate Spanish to help form the core of the 

program. This eventually grew to 13 volunteers. We wrote several grants to obtain paid staff 

for the program. 

JunJunJunJuneeee----August 2009:August 2009:August 2009:August 2009: After more strategizing, we, as a group, decided to expand our efforts. 

We debuted with our first "safe riding skills" workshop at the center, complete with simple 

bright colored safety vests. We then partnered with our local bike repair space, Bicycle 

Kitchen, and their bilingual "cooks" (volunteers) to present a basic maintenance workshop in 

July. In August, we held a "Legal Rights" workshop, to teach cyclists how to contest incorrect 

citations, as many cyclists were receiving incorrect tickets for sidewalk riding and/or not 

wearing a helmet, both of which are legal in the City of Los Angeles. We also received a 

grant from Kaiser Permanente for a staff coordinator and supplies like helmets and lights 

and from REI to put out our first Spanish language cycling resource guides. 

September 2009:September 2009:September 2009:September 2009: In response to the enthusiasm showed by some of the day laborers, in 

conjunction with the Bicycle Kitchen, we organized a bike ride to East LA, highlighting 

destinations that were key to Latino history in LA. We provided donated water bottles and 

music, and had a picnic in a park afterward. We also held an event for Parking Day, an 

annual event that highlights the need for more livable communities, to emphasize the need 

for more bike infrastructure in Latino neighborhoods. We also built alliances with union 

and immigrants' rights groups, including IDEPSCA, NDLON, and the UCLA Labor 

Center. From these meetings, we decide to start another mini-campaign-to create a bike 

repair space at a day laborer center in Downtown LA. 

October 2009:October 2009:October 2009:October 2009: We decided to transition away from merely having a "donor" relationship, 

and start cultivating community leadership amongst the cyclists. This entailed expanding our 

outreach plan to more than just giving away safety gear and information; more relationship 
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building was needed. We started speaking with more politically engaged day laborers to 

form an advocacy working group to discuss their interests and needs, while we would be 

responsible for the research and footwork needed to execute them. Based off some of these 

conversations, we started a campaign to get more bike parking in their area, including at day 

labor centers, where many of them faced theft while at a job. We began dialogue with the 

Councilman's office (Ed Reyes) that represents the neighborhood the day laborers live and 

work in, and LADOT’s Bikeways staff to increase bike parking. 

November 2009:November 2009:November 2009:November 2009: We held a Kaiser Permanente grant 

press event, in which Councilman Reyes and media 

came down to the center to see what we were doing 

and help give out helmets. We also start to present at 

local neighborhood councils to ask for money to print 

more copies of the Spanish resource guide. 

December 2009:December 2009:December 2009:December 2009: We hosted a community building 

dinner for the day laborers and City of Lights 

staff/volunteers. Volunteers helped us scope key 

locations for bike parking and we submitted our 

requests of 35-40 locations to LADOT, also resulting 

in a bilingual community resource guide on how to 

increase bike parking in high need areas. We received 

tools and supplies donated by REI and Claremont 

College for our bike repair space and the approval of 

the Downtown Job center to set up the bike repair 

space there weekly in 2010, as well as created a 

business plan for the project. We are continuing our 

work with cooks at the Bicycle Kitchen on preparing 

an intensive job skills training for more mechanically 

inclined day laborers. Our goal is for the space to 

become self-sustaining and managed by trained day 

laborers.   

JanuaryJanuaryJanuaryJanuary 20 20 20 2010101010 and Beyond and Beyond and Beyond and Beyond::::    Bilingual    workshops have begun at the Downtown Job Center 

and are very well-received. A curriculum and manual are in the works, and we are arranging 

to get the rest of the tools needed donated. More grant writing continues to get our Bicycle 

Kitchen volunteers to become Program Coordinators. We are waiting for LADOT to 

install our bike parking rack requests, as well as working on getting bike parking at multiple 

day labor center sites. Our cycling resource guide, complete with a detailed safe streets map, 

is due to be finished in mid-February, with extra money committed by the MacArthur Park 

Neighborhood Council. We held our first City of Lights retreat and created a 2010 annual 

plan.  City of Lights has garnered more media attention, in LA Streetsblog and 

Anthropology News. We are preparing for our upcoming panel presentations at the 

Abriendo Brecha Conference in Austin, TX, in February and the National Bike Summit in 

Washington, DC, in March. 

 

City of Lights/Bicycle Kitchen 

Volunteer Ramon Martinez and Jose 

G., Day Laborer Advocate at the 

Downtown Job Center 
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Results and Lessons LearnedResults and Lessons LearnedResults and Lessons LearnedResults and Lessons Learned    

    
As a new program to address low-income Latino cyclists’ needs, with no existing national or 

local model, City of Lights was tasked with filling this gap. In the spirit of the environmental 

justice and labor movements, we have successfully created a new, diverse campaign that has 

hybridized advocacy and community organizing and is attracting national interest. Yet this has 

not been without much political soul-searching, as well as continual reflection and critical 

analysis of the campaign and its strategies. 

 

After giving out our first batch of lights, with mixed results, we realized that City of Lights was an 

opportunity to do more than give out just bike lights. In order to track success and build more 

of a sense of community, we changed our original distribution methodology from one on one 

volunteer interactions at various sites to maintaining a regular weekly presence and expanding 

educations efforts at the CARECEN day laborer center in Pico-Union.  This realization is 

precisely why the good intentions of government agencies and universities to reach out to Latino 

cyclists may not be having as much of an effective impact as they can have. For example, one of 

the few Spanish safe riding video PSAs nationwide, filmed in 1994 by UC Santa Cruz’s 

Department of Transportation, in partnership with the National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA), is merely a dubbed educational video, that is not culturally relevant, 

as well as not in conjunction with a programmatic or relationship building approach.  
 

It is absolutely crucial to address underlying issues that affect Latino cyclists, issues that 

transcend merely owning a light or not. Latino cyclists are some of the most economically 

disadvantaged cyclists, as they have almost no Spanish language resources available, primarily 

use bikes to get to work, and are overlooked by the national bike movement, on top of 
immigration issues. 

    
After attempting preliminary education, through workshops, it became more apparent that 

more intensive community building was needed. We needed to have more interactive activities 

and small meetings so that the cyclists would be actively engaged, as opposed to being a passive 

audience. Thus, we formed the advocacy working group and had one of the day laborers, as a 

team member, attend our retreat. What is truly unique about our campaign is our vision to 

engage in community organizing AND not merely advocating on the Latino community’s 

behalf. This has been a challenge and an opportunity. We have also partnered with recognized 

community organizations that work with and are relevant to this population.  

 

In another innovative way, we have recruited a diverse team of core volunteers, who are all semi 

or completely bilingual, younger, and primarily of color. Our campaign work we engage in is 

non-hierarchical and creates a unique opportunity to learn professional urban planning job 

skills. These approaches have greatly differed from national models for bicycle policy work.  
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2010 Goals 2010 Goals 2010 Goals 2010 Goals     

    
 

Future primary goals include increased educational 

and outreach efforts, continuing advocacy, and our 

bike repair space. Secondary goals include national 

outreach to other groups, increasing public 

documents and media coverage, hosting more bike 

rides, and publishing some research. 

 

Education will include working with day laborers to 

direct and record their own safe riding Spanish 

language radio (and possibly video) PSA and bringing 

our workshops to other day laborer centers. 

 

Advocacy will include ensuring the bike parking 

requests are installed, working with our Councilman 

to get a bike lane installed in the Pico-Union 

neighborhood, promoting our new bike parking 

community resource guide, and involving day 

laborers in crucial bike policy governmental meetings. 

 

The bike repair space will be fully equipped by early 

spring, in time for the bike mechanic intensive 

training. Workers who undergo this training will then fix bikes that can be sold at a discounted 

rate to other workers and keep the program self-sustaining.  

 

We will continue to create manuals that allow our model to be shared readily with other groups 

and agencies, as our goal is to create a truly national movement. A research abstract has already 

been published in Anthropology News, and we will finish up our bicyclist survey of 100 Latino 

cyclists by Summer 2010. 

 

Day Laborer Cyclist at CARECENDay Laborer Cyclist at CARECENDay Laborer Cyclist at CARECENDay Laborer Cyclist at CARECEN    


